
# 3357-3, SPECTACULAR 3-BEDROOM
PUNTA CANA CONDO WITH POOL AND
ONLY STEPS AWAY FROM GORGEOUS
BEACH 

  Condominium.   $ 380,000  

Punta Cana, Dominican Republic
Fully Furnished 3 Bedroom Punta Cana Condo Gem with Spacious Terrace and Pool
Hey there, future homeowners and savvy investors! I've got a real gem for you in the heart of
paradise ? Bavaro Beach, Punta Cana. Imagine waking up to the gentle sound of waves and the
warmth of the Caribbean sun kissing your face. Well, folks, this 3-bedroom, 2-bathroom haven is
not just a home; it's a lifestyle upgrade. Built in 2023, this sleek and modern condo is a testament to
luxury living. Step inside this 1,377 sq ft masterpiece and be greeted by an open floor plan that
seamlessly merges style and comfort. But wait, there's more! Slide open the glass doors to reveal a
jaw-dropping 441 sq ft terrace, your private oasis to savor morning coffees or host unforgettable
sunset soirees. And let's talk location. This beauty is a mere 140 meters away from the pristine
Bavaro Beach ? turquoise waters and powder-soft sand await your daily indulgence. Talk about a
beach lover's paradise! Did I mention it comes fully furnished? That's right, just pack your bags and
move in. With exquisite attention to detail and top-notch finishes, this turnkey unit is a dream come
true. Parking? No worries. Your new home comes with a dedicated parking space, because in
paradise, convenience is key. Now, for the grand finale ? the price tag. At $410,000, this is your
golden ticket to coastal living at its finest. Whether you're looking for a dreamy vacation home, an
investment opportunity, or your forever residence, this condo checks all the boxes. Don't miss out
on this slice of heaven! What do you think? Ready to make a move?

Name Gustavo Adolfo Garcia Lee
Phone +1(809) 704-2102

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  3
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  1377.78
Lot Size :  1819.1

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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